an alternative cause for it (i.e. oil consumpt(high) is \suspended" during the process of inconsistency removal). Looking at the causal model, piston ring wear(severe) can be used to support oil consumpt(high) and then, by adding assumption 1 , part of the retrieved solution (i.e. eng mileage(very high)) can be reused. Notice that no additional work is needed in order to cover exhaust smoke(black) and oil warning light(red) which are the manifestations that are common to both cases. Finally, in order to complete the adaptation, we have to nd a cause accounting for temp indic(red) which is present in the case under examination and not in the retrieved one. This is accomplished by assuming the initial cause key(turned on) and the assumption 3 which allows one to infer engine(on) that in conjunction with lack of oil(high) allows one to derive engine temp(very high) that explains temp indic(red).
In conclusion, the solution to the current case is represented by the initial causes eng mileage(very high), key(turned on) and the assumptions 1 , 3 .
Notice that the adaptation of the retrieved solution saves signi cant amount of work with respect to a diagnostic process that does not exploit retrieved cases. This saving occurs not only when the solutions of the actual and the retrieved case are quite similar, but also when they have signi cant di erences. Example 2 shows that the retrieved solution can be actually used as a focusing mechanism even when the di erences in the features characterizing retrieved and current case have a signi cant impact on the solution of the current case. In such an example, if the solution had to be computed without exploiting case-based mechanisms, the diagnostic system would reach the same conclusion, but the computational e ort would be signi cantly greater because the system had no guide in choosing among multiple alternatives present in the causal model.
Conclusions and Comparison with Related Works
The paper reports an ongoing research; the preliminary experiments using a prototype of the system have pointed out two main topics where future work has to be focused:
1. de nition of a more structured representation of cases and of a more ecient retrieval, since retrieval and matching mechanisms may have a signicant impact on the overall performance of the system. Since we believe that knowledge about adaptation should play a major role also in the retrieval and matching phase, we have developed an approach for evaluating the degree of match between the current and the retrieved case, which makes use of a-priori knowledge on the computational e ort of adaptation. In particular, the partitioning of features in O C ; O N ; O R seems to be very promising for selecting cases that can be e ectively adapted. 2. design of opportunistic control strategies for deciding how far it is worth to proceed in adapting the tentative solution of a retrieved case with respect to the solutions provided by other retrieved cases.
exhaust smoke(black)) and lack of oil(high) (whose manifestation is oil warning light(red)). Since the manifestations in the retrieved case di er from those in OBS 1 , consistency check occurs; consistency is checked by using the model T and by putting into ? the following manifestation instances (i.e. all the manifestations that are alternatives with respect to those contained in OBS 0 1 ): exhaust smoke(normal), exhaust smoke(grey), oil warning light(normal), oil warning light(yellow), temp indic(green), temp indic(yellow). It is easy to see that consistency check succeeds (CONS(H) does not contain any element of ? ), therefore the retrieved solution can be considered a solution also for the case described by OBS 0 1 in case the user does not require a stronger form of explanation based on covering. Let us suppose that the set + is formed by manifestation instances: exhaust smoke(black); temp indic(red) and oil warning light(red); the adaptation strategy rst tries to disprove the causal chain having as a nal conclusion state of pistons(very worn). In particular, by removing the assumption 2 , the state piston wear(severe) and the manifestation state of pistons(very worn) are no longer supported and consistency is re-established. Since oil consumpt(high) is necessary to account for exhaust smoke(black) and it is not supported after removing 2 { explanation construction: this phase builds abductive explanations for entities to be accounted for. Consistency checking is performed through the construction of set ? and by comparing it with the manifestations under examination. If an inconsistency is pointed out in correspondence of a given manifestation instance m(a) 2 O R , then consistency must be re-established. // Inconsistency removal can then be performed by two processes, one moving backward to the causes C of m(a) and the other moving forward to necessary consequences of the set of causes C. In particular, the backward process ends when an initial cause or a MAY relation is reached, while the forward process may end either on a manifestation or on a state (manifestation) having multiple alternative causes (i.e. such that alternative explanations do exist for it as in the case of state lack of oil in gure 2).) In the last case, the reached state (manifestation) must not be disproved and it is denoted as suspended, in order to try to explain it in an alternative way later on (see next section for a detailed example).
The process of explanation construction can then be performed in three cases: for manifestation instances of the current case generating an inconsistency; for suspended states or manifestations; for manifestations of the current case having no instance present in the retrieved case.
Di erent sets of manifestations to be explained (i.e. di erent de nition of set + ) give then rise to di erent adaptation \levels". For instance, if consistency is veri ed, but it is not a su cient notion to characterize a diagnosis, then a suitable set of manifestation instances to be accounted for can be identi ed, by taking into account the computational e ort of adaptation. On the other hand, if an inconsistency has to be removed, then during this process some part of the retrieved solutions could be explained in an alternative way (suspended entities); in this phase no explanation is determined for manifestation instances that are not present in the retrieved case. The explanation of such instances represents a further level of adaptation leading the diagnostic system to a more precise answer, but also to a greater computational e ort. However, notice that during the search for an explanation, a part of the retrieved solution could be exploited by reducing the task of the computation of the solution (see the example in the next section).
An Example
Let us consider the following causal model T representing a small fragment of the model sketched in the the causal network of gure 2; causes(( 1 ; eng mileage(high)); piston ring wear(moder)) causes(( 1 ; eng mileage(very high)); piston ring wear(severe)) causes(piston ring wear(moder); oil consumpt(low)) by exactly the same features of the retrieved one, the domain theory is invoked to check whether the retrieved solution is suitable for the case under examination. In particular, we precisely characterize the notion of \suitability" by adopting the formal notion of consistency of a diagnostic solution; this corresponds to put into set ? , for each observed manifestation, every ground manifestation atoms di erent than the observed one.
If consistency is veri ed, then the retrieved solution can be used as potential solution for the new case under examination, unless the user requires that some manifestations, that are not covered by the retrieved solution, have to be covered in the current case (i.e. they have to be put into + ). In this situation, or in the case when the consistency check fails, adaptation strategies are needed in order to single out a solution taking into account all the requirements (both consistency and covering).
We identify some basic adaptation mechanisms such that the whole adaptation process can be obtained by suitably invoking them; such mechanisms can be viewed as processes of removing inferences that are responsible for inconsistency and processes building explanations for data to be covered. In order to de ne adaptation criteria, let us consider the current case, the retrieved case C under examination (for instance the most similar of retrieved cases) and the following partitioning of ground manifestations:
1. O C = OBS \ OBS 0 : ground manifestation atoms that are common to both retrieved and current case; { it is not involved in any inconsistency (i.e. 6 9m(b) 2 O N (b 6 = a)), so it should just be explained (in case it is put into + ). Adaptation can then occur at di erent levels as follows: { consistency checking: this implies that if consistency is veri ed, the retrieved solution can be used as a potential solution for the current case (and by possibly performing no adaptation); if consistency is not veri ed, inconsistency has to be removed; ground causal chain on the causal model T, starting from the initial causes (and assumptions) mentioned in H and containing all their causal consequences. The introduction of the notion of diagnostic solution allows us to be more precise about the structure of cases stored in the case memory. In particular, each case C is represented by a triple C =< OBS; H; CONS(H) > where OBS represents the set of observed features characterizing the case, H is a solution of the diagnostic problem relative to OBS and CONS(H) provides the ground causal chain deductively obtained from H given T. In the following we will consider that H and CONS(H) are used as the starting point of the model-based inference engine when the case C is retrieved.
Adaptation Strategies
The goal we pursue in adding a case-based component to a model-based reasoner concerns the possibility of guiding the latter in the search for a solution to a new problem, by reminding solutions to similar problems already solved. Let us assume that the new problem is characterized by a set of observed features OBS 0 and that we retrieve a case C =< OBS; H; CONS(H) > from the case memory. Unless the unusual situation when the case under examination is characterized Fig. 2 . A Causal Model for Car Engine Diagnosis denoting the \abducibles" in terms of which diagnostic hypotheses have to be expressed; + is a set of ground atoms denoting the set of manifestations that must be accounted for in the case under examination; ? is a set of ground atoms denoting the set of manifestations that are known to be false in the case under examination. It follows from this de nition that if OBS is the set of all the observed data in the current case, + OBS while ? will contain the instance m(b), for each observed manifestation instance m(a) and for each admissible value b of m di erent than a. Since we abstract from time, we impose that a given entity cannot assume more than one (normal or abnormal) value. This means that a conjunction of atoms representing di erent instances of the same entity of the causal model yields an inconsistency, so the consistency check is done by comparing the set ? with the observations. Given a diagnostic problem DP=< T; HY P; < + ; ? >>, a set H HY P is a solution to DP (alternatively an explanation for the observations) if and only if: 8m 2 + T H`m and 8n 2 ? T H 6 n This means that H has to account for all observations in + , while no atom in ? must be deduced from H. It should be clear that a solution H identi es a entities belonging to di erent types 3 . We identify di erent entities corresponding to the following sets of symbols:
{ state symbols represent non-observable internal states of the modeled system; { manifestation symbols represent observable parameters (manifestations) in the modeled system and are the features that are used to characterize cases; { initial cause symbols represent the initial perturbations (initial states) that may lead the system to a given behavior. Each one of these entities is characterized by a set of admissible values so that we can identify di erent instances of them; for example, the manifestation temp indic is characterized by the set of values fgreen; yellow; redg.
Two main types of relationships are de ned in the model: causal relationship represents a cause-e ect relation among states, while ham (has as a manifestation) relationship is an ordered relation from a state S to a manifestation M and represents the fact that M is an observable manifestation of the internal state S. Relationships can be either necessary (MUST relations) or possible (MAY relations). Possible relations denote the fact that the causal relation is only partially speci ed (incomplete knowledge) and they are modelled in the logical language by introducing a new entity, represented by an assumption symbol, that is put in conjunction with the rest of the precondition 20]. In the following we will denote as abducible symbols the union of the set of the initial cause and assumption symbols. Figure 2 reports a simple example of a causal model describing part of the faulty behavior of a car engine. We use a graphical notation to represent the causal model (the graph can be thus regarded as a causal network). Elliptic boxes correspond to state symbols, double-lined elliptic boxes to initial cause symbols and rhomboidal boxes denote manifestation symbols (only an acronym is used for each symbol; the legenda for such acronyms is reported in table 1). Each relation, either \causal" or \ham", is represented through a (multi-)arc; a black box on the arc represents a MAY relation. Part of the causal model represented by the net of gure 2 will be shown in section 6.
Characterization of Diagnostic Problems
In 6] a formal theory of model-based diagnosis is proposed from a logical point of view; this theory de nes a logical spectrum of de nitions able to capture classical notions of model-based diagnosis, i.e. consistency-based and abductive diagnosis (see 6] for more details). In the present work we rely on such a theory in order to precisely de ne a notion of diagnosis on causal models and exploiting such a framework in the adaptation of a retrieved solution. A diagnostic problem DP can be described as a triple < T; HY P; < + ; ? >>, where: T is the set of logical formulae constituting the causal model; HY P is a set of ground atoms 3 The formalism is actually more structured than as presented here (see 20]); we will sketch here only what is relevant for our discussion. { a module performing adaptation on retrieved solutions and able to invoke the model-based reasoner if adaptation criteria fail to provide a solution. The diagnostic system, when presented with a new case, rst invokes the casebased reasoner in order to retrieve the most similar cases solved in the past and then it tries to use the solutions of retrieved cases in order to focus the modelbased reasoner in the search for the actual solution. The supervisor is intended to manage the above control strategy (notice that also a pure use of the Aid system is possible if the supervisor decides to by-pass the case-based component). The emphasis of the paper is on the adaptation strategies working on the solutions retrieved from the case memory, in order to avoid the computation from scratch of the solution of the current case.
Causal Model Formalism
Let us brie y discuss the causal model formalism,while in the next section we will address the problem of the formal characterization of diagnostic problems upon which the model-based reasoner performs its task. A causal model is composed by a set of logical formulae which express di erent kinds of relationships among precise computation of a solution is very complex; this is often the case when pure model-based approaches are used, so this kind of integration has been studied for tasks like design 9], planning 13] and diagnosis 16, 12]. The possibility of organizing and retrieving cases from a dynamic memory can also be viewed as an attempt to bridge the gap between associational and model-based systems (see 7] for a discussion about this distinction). It is known that associational systems are fast but they lack precision because of their heuristic nature; on the contrary, model-based systems are more reliable but less e cient 1 . The identi cation of previously solved problems can be a useful tool for improving the performance of a model-based system by using experience in problem solving. There are two basic possibilities in combining CBR and MBR:
1. CBR is the main problem solving method and MBR is just used to provide guidance to it (for instance for judging similarity as in 18]); 2. CBR is used to focus MBR in the attempt to augment the basic mechanisms of MBR by taking experience into account 16]. In this paper we will focus on the second aspect and in particular on adaptation criteria that can be used in a diagnostic system combining case-based and modelbased reasoning. Such adaptation criteria strictly rely on well-de ned formal notions of diagnostic problem and diagnostic solution and their adoption to the retrieved solutions can be viewed as a focusing technique for the model-based inference engine 2 .
The result is the integration of a case-based component to an existing modelbased diagnostic architecture, i.e. the Aid (Abductive and Iterative Diagnosis) system 5], and the de nition of di erent \adaptation levels" based on the formal theory of diagnosis exploited by Aid.
Outline of System Architecture
In the diagnostic system we can identify the following basic components (see also gure 1): { a case memory with an E-mop-based organization of cases 15]; each case represents a diagnostic problem already solved and it is composed of a set of pairs < feature; value > (actually they are represented in a logical language in the form of atoms) together with the solution of the problem; { a knowledge base, represented through a causal model identifying the faulty behavior of the system to be diagnosed; 
